TurningPoint Web Polling Release Notes

Name: TurningPoint Web Polling
Version: 1.5.0
Release Date: 01/31/2017
Support: support@turningtechnologies.com
Language: English

Minimum System Requirements:
- 320x480 resolution at 32-bit color or higher
- Active internet connection
- JavaScript enabled browser:
  - IE 11
  - Microsoft Edge
  - Chrome (current version and one previous)
  - Safari (current version and one previous)

v1.5.0
- Update – Tutorial messaging for new functionality
- Update – Temporarily removed course feature
- Update – Improved loading of question lists

v1.4.0
- New Feature - Course Management adds the ability to group similar content together
- New Feature - Adds ability to favorite a course for quick access on the dashboard
- Update - Improved navigation throughout application
- Update - After a user finishes polling content, they return to the content they started from
- Update - Added a tutorial for the courses section
- Fix - Issue where question editor would stay open when a user deletes a question list
- Fix - Issue where text would not wrap onto multiple lines on the content card view
- Fix - Minor bug fixes

v1.3.0
- New Feature - Added ability for users to create content and save for a later time
- New Feature - Added preview of question before polling opens
- New Feature - Provided user to select a correct answer in Quick Poll or Content
- New Feature - Drag and Drop functionality to reorder questions
- Update - Improved tutorial for smaller devices
- Update - Optimized question creation for mobile devices
- Fix – Minor Bug Fixes

v1.2.0
• Update - Improved layout for Instructors
• Update - Added ability to set a default session ID for quicker polling
• Update - Tutorials based on the improved layout
• Update - Added a Zendesk Integration so users can efficiently submit support tickets
• Fix - Issue with the tutorial on the settings page
• Fix - Minor Bug Fixes

v1.0.0
• Web based polling initial release